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Total
weight 210 d.

weight 365 d

daily gain in test

daily g. since birth

Frame Body capacity Muscularity
Breeding type

EXTERIOR EVALUATION weight 120 d

easy

NOUGATINE Giono

FR 4522798155 Irlandaise

ICH 442 Image difficult normal

CALVING

LOSC Celsius

RAVI
born: 12.9.2020 breeder: Earl Houdmon Roger & Luc

                 

IMPORTED FROM FRANCE 
84 POINTS FOR EXTERIOR 

acronymes: VT - height , DT - length, HM - weight, PŠ - chest width, HH - chest 
depth, DZ - pelvis length, PL - shoulder, HŘ - top line, ZÁ - Thigs 

Ravi is a hot new member of our offer, he was bought in the first round of auctions in the 
French performance testing station in Charmoy, where he achieved great results. He comes 
from the distinguished Earl Houdmon breeding which has produced several bulls for the 
Genes Diffusion offering. Ravi's sire is the well known Losc, his dam's sire is Giono. Like his sire 
and dam's sire, Ravi is a limb improver. Ravi has excellent genomic results for calving ease 
(111), growth (109) and also frame (111). ISEVR 124 combined with IVMAT 121 make him an 
absolutely exceptional bull that will be very easy to use in your herd. Even though Ravi is an 
exceptional muscling bull, he does not carry the gene for double muscling. Ravi is a very 
harmonious bull with a well shaped pelvis that will be an ideal choice for heifers and cows 
where you want to improve muscling and body capacity while maintaining frame. Ravi does 
not carry the gene for progressive ataxia. 
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